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sTATBenm  OF  THE  pROBIm¢
It res  the pxpose  of this  study to  determine as  nearly as possi-
ble what  the  preschool experiences  are for  one first graLde  class,  and to
explore the possible rela,tionship between success  in reading in the  first
grade and selected experiences  before  entering school.
THE  procEDURE
During  the  first  two  seeks  Of  the  school year,  viLsits were made
to  the homes  of the  thirty children.   A prepared questiormaire rag used
when these  home visits  were made.    The  questiormaire  was  divided into
three parts,  namely  (I)  preschool  experiences  within the  home  (2)  pre-
school  experiences  outside  the  home;  and  (3)  miscellaneous  questions.
At  the begirming  of the  second week,  an  individual test of
language  ability res  given  to  each  child.    The  Scott,  Foresman Bea.ding
Readiness  Tests mere  given before  syst,ematic cork with reading rae under-
taken.    tJPon  completion of  a  basic  reader  by a  group,  the  Basic Reading
Tests,  which accoxpany  these  readers,  mere  given.    (This  testing  gave  an
accurate  record of  the  progress and res  used  to  compare  their achieveniend
with the  national norm.)
During the  latter half of  the year,  the Otis  Quick Scoring Mental
Ma,turity Tests were  given.
Near  the  close  of  the  year,  the  Caliform±a  ReaLding  Test iias  given,
aLnd a  grade placement iras  obtained from this  best.    Correlations  were
coxputed betemeen  certain preschool  experiences  and  the progr`ess  and
achievement  of  the pupils.
From  the  tests  and correlations,  definite  conclusions  were
reached.
CONCLUSIONS
1.    The  experiences  that a  child has  prior  to  his  entering
school had a  decided effect  on his  reaLdiness  for reading as  well as  his
progress and achievement.
2.    Those parehos,  particudrly mothers,  who had superior  edu-
cational status  tended to provide  for their  children more  experiences
favorable  to  reading success.
3.   The  children  of mothers with a  higher  educational  status,
not  only had more  experiences  which dealt  directly with reading,  but
their level of language ability res higher,  and the  concern and interest
on the part  of these mothers  encouraged progress and success  in reading.
h.    The  degree  of relationship  between pl.eschool experiences
and achievement  is  eqqul  to  the  relationships  of mental maturity and
achievement.
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CIIAPTm  I
THE   PROBI.EM  Apm   DEFINITIONs   OF   TiiRI.rs   USED
For  years  there  has  been  rTmch  concern  on  the  part  of  the  writ,er
over  the  fact  i,hat many  of  the  pupils  in  a  partioular  school  are  unable
to  achieve  beyond  the  pre-pl.imer  level  in  reading.    The  meagerness  of
the  preschool  experiences  Of  these  children  has  been  evident.    Too,  there
has  been  a  special  interest  in  t,he  effect  of  these  preschool  experiences
upon reading  progress  and  achievement.
I.      THE   PROBLEM
Statement  2£  Ef  p_r_o_b_1_e_xp. It  was  the  purpose  of  this  study.  to
deter]rine  as  nearly  as  possible  what  these  preschool  experiences  are  for
one  first  grade  class,  and  to  explore  the  possible  relationship  between
success  in  reading  in  the  first  grade  a,nd  selected  experiences  bef ore  en-
t,ering  school.
Importance  of  the  study.    Preschool  experiences  have  been  listed
as  a,n  important  factor  in  reading  readiness.    In  addition  to  this  factor,
others  such  as  home  background,  background  of  information,  social  ad`iust-
mend,  and  language  facility are  commonly  listed  as  factors  which  directly
contribute  to  a  child's  success  in  reading.    Each  Of  these  four  factors
is  directly  or  indirectly I.elated  to  preschool  experiences.    By  determining
the  rela,Lion  of  these  expel.iences  to  I.eading  achievement,  the  significance
of  such  factol.s  can  be  established.    In  determining  the  importance  of  these
factors,  it  is  believed  that  this  study will  be  a  guide  in  grouping
2
children who  need  a  prolonged  enrichment  pl`ogram.
1-I.      DEFINI'HONs   OF`   TERI`irs   usEI]
Norm.    A  norm  is  a  measure  of  what  is,  of  the  st,atus  quo.    -when  a
grade  or  class  is up  to  the  national median  on a  test,  it  is  just  an aver-
age,  or  typical  class.i
Percentile  rank. A  percentile  rank  is  a  description  of  a  pupil's
position  in  a  typical  age  or  grade  group  in  terms  of  the  percentage  of
pupils  who  fall  below  that  score.
Median, -v`Then  ungrouped  scores  or  other  measures  are  arranged  in
order  of  size,  the  median is  the  mid  point  in  the  series.3
Mean.    VThen  an  arithmetic  text  referred  to  the  avel.age,  it, meant
the  sum  of  a,11  the  scores  divided  by the  total  nurn.ber  of  scores.    It  is
often  called  the  arithmetic  mean,  or  simply  the  mean.4
Correlaihon.    Correlation rna,y  be  thought  of  as  that  ratio which
expresses  the  extent  to  which  changes  in  one  variable  are  accompanied
1C.   C.  Ross,  and  Julian  C.  Stanley,
( Third  edition;   Englewood  Cliffs:
p.   275.
2Epe.,  p.   288.
3Henry  E.  Garrett,
Measuremend  ±  To¢a_ys
Prentice-Hall,  Incorporated,
St,atistics in
edition;   New  YQrk:     Ijongrrians,   Green
hRoss,  9E.  ±.,  p.  73.
1#'
5:¥:::;:gyg#, ES:c3t:on'  ( Fourth
3
by--or  dependent  upon--hanges  in the  second variable.5
Ill.     ORenNlzATION  OF  REMAINDm  OF  THE  THEsls
A first  grade  cia.ss,  composed  of  thirty pupils,  iras  chosen  for
the  study.    Questionnaires were  prepared  to  be  used when hcme  visits
were made.    The  questionnaire was  divided  into  three  parts;  namely,
(I)  preschool  experiences  within  the  hone;  (2)  preschool  experiences
outside  the  hone;  and  (3)  miscellaneous  questions.    Through  a  use  of
these  and  observation Of  home  background,  it was  felt  that  ranch  could
be  leaned regarding the  preschool experiences  of  these  children.
At  the  begirming  Of  the  second week,  an individual  test  Of  lan-
guage  ability  suggested  by Marion.Monl.oe,  was  given  to  each  child.    The
Scott  ForesmaLn Reading  Readiness  Tests  were  used before  systematic  work
with reading wa.s  undertaken.    During  the  latter  half  Of  the year,  the
Otis  Quick  Scoring Mental Maturity  Tests  wel`e  given.
Upon  conpletion  Of  a  basic  reaLder  ty  each  group,  the  Basic
Reading  Tests  which  accompany  these  readers  were  given.    The  testing
afforded an accurate  record  Of  the  progress  of  the  children  and was  used
to coxpare  their  achievement with  the  na,tional  norm.
Near  the  close  of  the  school year,  the  California Reading  Test
was  given  to  the  thirty pupils.    The  reading  grade  placenient was  obtained
from  this  test.
Correlations  were  then corrLputed between  certain preschool  experi-
ences  and  the  pl`ogress  and  achievement  Of  the  pupils.
Fron the  tests  and the  correlations,  definite  conelusions  and reccm-
mendations  were  made.
5Garett, E. gE.,  p.  126.
CRAPTER  11
REVIEW  0F   IjlTERATURE
Dfuch  has  been written  regarding  the  factors  on which  a  childls
success  in  reading  depends.    Only a  brief  surrmary will  be  made  of  these
factors  given ty  some  of  the  leading writers  in  the  field  of  reading.
I.     IjlTERATuiiE  0N  READING  READINESS
In  considering  the  question  of  readiness  for  reading,  it  is  well
to  ask  the  question,   'ri`then  does  reading  growth  begin?II    A  good  answer  to
this  question  might  be,   WSoon  a.fber  the  child  is  born.W    Bond  believes
that  as  the  child  lives  and  learns  before  going  to  school he  develops  a
physique,  a  personality,  habits,  needs,  interests,  vocabulary and  a
1
background  upon which  his  reading  begins.
Readiness  for  systematic  reading  requires  a  considered  appra,isal
of  the  developmeutal  status  of  the whole  child.
A  most  complete  list  of  the  factors  in reading  readiness  is  given
by Betts.    This  list  includes  all  those which  were  Hsted  ty other  out-
sta.nding  writers  in  this  field:
1.    I-earner  needs
2.    Pre-reading  school  experience
3.    Social  adjustment
L.    Inter.ests  and  attitudes
5.    Chronological  age
6.    Mental  maturity
7.    Perception  Of  relationships
8.     IJlemory  span
]Ouy  I,.  Bond,   and  Eva  Bond  Wagner,
!±±±£  Growth  ±±  Bea.ding
(Chicago:     I,yons  and  Carnahan,1953),  p.17.
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9.    Background  Of  iliformation
10.    Home  background
11.    Language  facility
12.    Hearing
13.    Visual  efficiency
11+.    Auditory  discrinination
15.    VisuaLl  discrimination
16.    Color  discrimination
17.    General health  status
18.    Motor  control
19.    Neurological  status
20.    Sex  differences2
11.     I.ITERATURE  ON  FRESCHcOL  EXPERIENCE
AS  A  FACTOR  IN  READING  SUCCESS
Durrell  is  very enphatic  in his  belief  concerning preschool  ex-
periences.    He  says:    IIIt  is  clear  that  differences  in  success  in begin-
ning  reading depend upon a variety  Of pre-reading  abilities  that  the
child  aLcquires  through  specific  experiences  at  home.113
In  discussing  the  importance  Of  experiences  in reading  Gray feels
that  backgrounds  are  always  present  and meaning  baLckground  as  developed
by  experience  affects  the  whole  reading process.    He  says:
while reading  is  a  single  operation,  ere  can distinguish foul`
different  steps  in the  total reading  process--word perception,
:::£r:ge:£:O:: a±a;t:::±gra:i££egration--all of which reach
In  discussing  the  preschool  experiences  Tilcker  concluded that  a
2Emett  Albert  Betts,
York:     American  Book  CoupanEr
3Donald I).  Durreu,
World  Bock  Ccmpany,  1956),
Foundations  Of  Reading
(New  York:
Fores©tw::±c:msirG?a¥;48¥,¥5¥ ± E9±±±=gS  ( Chicago :  scott,
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child  not  only rust  have  a  background  of  experience  but  also  ]Trust have
acquired meaningful  concepts  from  these  experiences.     The  information
which  is  derived from varied  experiences  furnishes  material for  the  clari-
fication  of  concepts  and meanings  which  are  very essential  to  reading.
Successful reading  requires  that  a  child  come  to  the  reading  situation
with  a  background  of  relevant  information which  has  been  gained  from
experience.    furthermore,  the  degree  to  which  the  child's  experience  can
be  expressed  in  oral  language  indicates  the  adequacy  of  the  meaningful
concepts  upon which  rea.ding  comprehension  is  based.    He  believes  that  a
la.ck  of  a  broad  background  of  concepts,  meaningful  to  the  child,  often
results  in  a  fa.ilure  to  make  satisfactory pr`ogress  in  reading.5
It  is  also  important  that  the  experience  be  reconstructed  and
concepts  refined  by  the  child's  own  use  of  ora.1  language.    Betts  says:
lIThe  teacher  must  be  alert  to  the  crux  of  the  problem;   namely,  1angua.ge
developmerfu.M6 Certainly  the  experiences  that  a  child has  had  are  deter-
mining  factors  in  the  language  developmerfu  of  the  child until  the  time  he
enters  school.
In  a.n  article. appearing  in  the  January,  1953,  issue  of  the
Elementary School  Journa,1,  Helen  Robinson  makes  this  sta.tement:
The  educational  level  of  the  family,  the  socio-economic  level
and related  characteristics  lust  be  included in an  appraisal  of
the  whole  child.    Several  studies  have  shown  a  c}.irect  relation
fuiles  A.   Tinker,  E±§m§g±±a±}[  a§ag±Eg,   (New  York:     Appleton-Century
Crofts,  Inc.,1932),  P.  33.
6Betts, E. i.,  P.120.
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between  the  anount  of  interest  in  reading  at home  and  the  int,erest
:¥:::g :¥ep::±L:e:€ ::h:::i r::de¥: :ni£::s::7b°°ks in the home
Yoakam  is  in  agreement  with  Robinson  on  this  point  for  he  says:
All  too  few  homes  ha.ve  a  library  of  well-selected  and  appropria,te
books  for  its  children.     The  Father  and  Mother  do  not  e2dribit  a  con-
:a:ncf:=d:,§lf-education  through  reading  which  might  be  imitated  by
Betts  also  emphasizes  this  point  by  sa.ying  that  a,n interested  atti-
tude  toward  books  a,nd  reading  on  the  part  of  the  parents  is  very  important.
I-Ie  believes  that  experiences  with  things,  people  and  si_tuations  aid under-
standing  and  compl`ehension  and  that  the  background  of  a  home  with  under-
standing  parents  helps.
Gates  believes  that  ]irnited  experiences  in  conversation,  story
hearing,  plauving  with  pictures  and picture  books,  meager  experiences  in
cooperating with  children may result  in  limited  interest  and  ability  for
learning.    He  further  sta,tes  that  immaturity  due  to  a  limited  around  of
experiences  and  educational  contacts  of  the  type  mentioned  may  be  involved
10
in varying  degrees  in  the  ability  to  read.
In  discussing  the  differences  in  the  backgrounds  of  the  children
who  come  to   school  Russell  sa.tv, s:
Some  childl`en  have  traveled  extensively,  others  may  not  have  been
7Helen  M.  Robinson,   ''Factors  i.rithich  Affect  Success  in  Reading,"'1]1ementary  School
8Gerald  A.   Yoakam,
LV  (Ja,nuary,1955),  p.   267.
Basal  Reading  Instruction
Hill  Compa.nar,1955),   p.   27-I .-----
9Betts, E. it.,  p.112.
|OArthur  I.  Gates,
Mjacmillan  Company,19h7) ,
The  Improvement
p.9.
(New  York:      MCGra,w
££  R_eading,   (New  Fork:     The
8
very far  fran  home.    Some  children will  have  shared  many  books
:::d::;r±:Sd:i::iqarents;  Others  Come  from homes  where  little
Paul Witty has  summarized  the  importance  of  preschool  exiJerien-
cos.     He  says:
The  child  who  is  prepared  best  for  reading  is  a,ble  to  express
his  own  ideas  clearly.    He  should have  developed  the  ability  to
give  and  sustain  attention  as  he  listens  to  stories.    And  he  should
have  learned  to  approach  new  learning  situations  with  feelings  of
self-confidence  and  security.    Contributions  to  the  development  ol-
these  abilities  a.nd  attitudes  are  made  by  stable  home  environments.12
Marion  Monroe  stresses  the  importance  of  a,  child's  expel.iences
with  books  by  satving:     ''.A.  child's  desire  to  read  depends  upon what  his
past  experiences  with  books  have  been,  whether  he  ha.s  leal.ned  to  enjoy
them  or  not,  and  whether  he  is  growing  up  normally.W
She  fur.iiner  states  that  the  desire  to  read  in  and  of  itself  does
not  insure  reading  success;  however,  the  lack  of  this  desire  may  keep
children  from  achievement  even  though  they possess  all  the  necessary
qualifications  to  learn.    She  believes  that,  this  desire  to  read  has  been
developed  if  the  children  have  had  the  proper  preschool  experiences  with
books.13
Cert,rude  Hildreth  emphasizes  the  fact  that  the  teacher  needs  to
learn  all  that  she  can  about  a  child's  background.    She  thinks  the  teacher
company:13;Bi,H;.RI28:11'
12pa,ul WittyJ
Children  I.earn  to±g  :§±g±g,   (New  York:      Gim  and
Iteading  |n Modern  Educati
a.nd   Company,19)_i9) , -p.   -6Li.
L3|vfarion  Mormoe ,
and  Company,1931) ,
Growing  Into
p.  31.
(Boston:      D.   C.   Heath
(Chicago:     Scott,   ForeslTran
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should  discover  which  children  come  from  homes  where  there  is  sufl-icient
roan for  the  whole  family,  where  the  family  lives  comfortably,  where
cleanliness  prevails,  where  routines  for  convenient  living  are  well  es-
tablished,  where  good  f ood  is  served,  and  where  children  ha,ve  their  own
toys,  books  and play  space.    Hildreth  states  that  the  teacher will  be  even
more  concerned  to  discover  which  children  come  from homes  where  these  f a,vor-
able  conditions  are  lacking.Lh    She  again  emphasizes  the  importance  of  get-
ting  acquainted with  the  home  by  saying:     llThe  teacher  is  advised  to  get
acquainted with  each  child's  home  ba,ckgi-o.und  as  early  as  possible,  pre-
ferably throuch  a  home  visit  if  this  ca.n  be  arranged."    She  further  sug-
gests  that  questions  pertinent  to  the  home  situation be  used  at  the  time
the  home  visit  is  made.    A  list  of  quest,ions  to  be    used  are  suggested.15
All  of  the  leading  authorities  agree  that  there  are many factors
involved  in  a  child's  reading  success.    Further,  i,hey  seem  to  agree  that
preschool  experiences  of  i,he  children  in  their  homes  is  a weighty factor
in  a  child's  readiness  or  lack  of  res.diness  for  school.    Learning,  they
believe,  is  easier  for  children who  have  a  lmowledge  of  common  objects
gained  through  concrete  experiences  and  situa.Lions  in  their  envirorment;
who  have  had  some  experience  with  books;  itho  ha,ve  had  someone  to  read  to
him;   and who  have  a  desire  to  read.
TWTor±d  ::OGekr5::S:ng;LF9;8T: Bff ±
L5EE±.,  pp.   229-230.
School  Beginners,   (New  Fork:
CHRTER  Ill
GROup  STUDHD  AND  piIATmIArs  USED
The  investigation began  the  first  day of  school.    It  waLs  believed
thaLt  it  Tras  necessary  to  commence  this  study at  the  beginning  of  the
school year.
I.    GROup sTUDm
One  first  grade  class  of  thirty pupils  (seventeen boys  and
thirteen girls)  res  selected for  the  study.   This  class  of Estes
Elementary School was  one  taught by the writer  of  the  thesis.    Four
other  children mel.e  in  the  class  during a part  of the  year,  but irere
not  included  in  the  study.   This  school  is  located in Anderson,  South
Carolina  in  the  center  of one  of  the most  thickly populaLted sections  of
the  city.   It  is  in the midst of a  large  textile area,  and the majority
of the parents were  employees  of  one  of  three mills  in  this  section of
Andersen.
All of the  children  in this  group were  or would be  six years  of
age  on  or before  Novenber first  of  the  school year.    None  had attended
kindergar`ten and  none  had any previous  school experience.    By informal
qpestionning it was  found  that  the majority of these pupils were
anxious  to  start  to  school.
Over  56 per  cent  of  their  parents  were  home  owners.    Most  of  the
homes  had  originally been mill property and had been purchased within
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the  fast  fen years  by these  parents.    The majoz`ity of  them were rna,1dng
payments  on their homes.
11.    QUESTlormIAIRE  roR  IIORE  vlslt
mring the  first tro treeks  of school,  home  visits  were made.
During the  sane period of  time  a  questionnaire was  used to  obtain ilifor-
mation concerning the preschool experiences  of the  thirty children.    It
was  explained to the parents  that  information about the  children in their
home  life would help  the  child to  gain a  good  introdnction  to  school.
In  compiling the  items  used for  the  questionnaire,  those  suggested by
Hildreth and others,  which were  thought pertinent  to  the  situation,  were
used,
The  first part  of  the  questionnaire  conba.ined ben questions  con-
cerning preschool  experiences within the  home.   The  following questions
mere  used3
you read to  your  child of ten?
be  ask  someone  to  read  to  him?
he  use  books  and magazines?
the  child have  books  of his  orm?
he  pretend he  is  reading?
tried to unite  his  name?
notice  letters  on packages,  hbels,  etc?
have  older brothers  ®r  sisters  in school?
have  a  pet?
have  tasks  or responsibility at home?
In the  second part  of the  questiormaire,  there were  ten questions
concerning pz.eschool  experiences  outside  the  home.    These  were  the
questions  which Were  asked:
1.    Does  your  child attend Sunday School regularly?
2.    Did  he  go  to  a  VaLcabion  Bible  School?
3.    Has  he  been  to  a  farm?
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been  to  the mountains?
ridden on a train?
ridden  on a bus?
been  to  the Anderson Fair  or another  one?
been to  the  beach?
spent  the  night  army from both parents?
traveled  in another  staLte?
The  third part of the  questiormaire res  devoted to miscellaneous
questions.    The  following questions mere asked:
1.    Do  one  or both parents  plan to attend P.Tth.?
2.    How  far  in  school  did the mother  go?    The  father?
3.    Does  the mother  work  outside  the  home?
LL.    If  so,  who keeps  the  child?
5.    Does  anyone  live  in  the  home  besides  the  immediate  family?
who?
6.    Is  there  aLny  other  information about your  child which you
think is  importaLnd  that  I  haov?
At  the  tine  the  visits  were made,  observations  were rna.de  concerning
the  home  surroundings  of  eaLch  child,  and nota,tions  were made  concerning
the  obsez'vations.
Ill.    TEST  OF  I,ANGUAGE  ABIImy
Hildreth  says:  ''Some  indication  of  the  childls  background  can be
obtaLined from his  voca,bulaLry and conversaition."I   Realizing that  it  is
chiefly  through  language  that a teacher  can become  acqtrainded with a
childts mind,  it iras  decided to  give  individral  tests  to  each child to
detemine  the  level of language ability.   This  test res administered
as  suggested by P(farion Monroe  in QrquTipg ±±±g Be?ding.    A picture  iras
selected which satisfied these  criteria:
1.   There  should be  two  or more recognized characters  in the picture.
world BFEr8:i:n#ri5;:?: ffi ± School -P?=gE±e_rs.   ( New ¥ork=
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2.   There  should be a  central activity  or  llstoryll.
3.   Each  character should be doing something different.
A.   Th:n=t:i:8"£:rEa:h¥:#:o:h::LsaEL:PgL°::¥te enouch to
In giving language abiHty test to  t.he thirty children,  the
picture tras presented bo  each  child alone  so  that  no  response  rag
influenced ty what had been said previously during the  testing.   The
child res asked to tell the questioner about the pretty picture.   unen
the  child  stopped talldng,  he was  encouraged to  say more.    No  leaLding
questions  trere asked in order  to avoid directing the  childls responses.
The  child.a  responses trere  anaLlyzed according to  the  fouowing
areas  of language ability:    (1)  output and expressiveness  (2)  general
meaning and ideas,  and  (3)  sentence  structure.
The  following  8caLle,  suggested by Honroe,  res  used  to  rate  the
childl s  expressiveness :
Ievel 1.    The  child does  not  respond until encouraged.   After
friendly enoouragenent  he  brings  forth aL  single remark.
Ievel  2.    The  child  responds  with one  or more  sponta,neous  remarks
but  cannot  continue.
Ievel  3.    The  child responds  with  one  or more  spontaLneous  remar`ks
and  continues with another remark  or  two  when I.equested.
level h. _  The  child responds  freely,  contirmes  when  I.equested and
is highly productive.
Level 5.  T±:I:¥:d::ere£:£::S±nar: ::n:::::t:¥: fuf::3 but he
In determining the  natur.e  and qrality of the  ideas as  expressed by
the  child,  this  scale wais used.    It res used to find the  level of meaning3
Ievel 1.   Naming.   The  child ermerates  objects  in a picture.
level  2.   Description.    The  child names  objeobs and describes a
and Cou#°=g¥:¥O;:
3Eng.,  p.  77.
Growin i:=±±Beife±g_,(Chicago=Scott,Foresoan
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qqulity or action.
level 3.    Intexpr.etation.    The  child makes  inferences about the
feeling and re].atiorships  shown in the picture.
Ievel h.    Narrative interpretation.   The  child infers what  has
happened before and what  the  outccme will be.
Ievel 5.   :r::::::V:e:n:::PpTL:::::?i   The child gives a nmoralll
The last step in this  test rag  to analyze the language patterns
the  child uses  to express  the meaning.   This res  detemined in rela,tion
to  the  followhg scaLle:
Ievel 1.   Use  of isolated words  or phrases,  probably striing to-
8ether by ±.
Level 2.    Sixple  sentence with one  Subject and one  verb.
Level 3.   Sjxple  sentence with ccmpound subject,  predicate,  or
object.
Ievel h.    €ampound sentence  conta.ining a  conjunction other  than
Level 3.   ¥£e::e:a:::i:i:einn:e:::ec:±L¥8d:;:n::E:n:eha?:s::3use.
IV.     TIE  READING  READINESS  TEST
In the Andersen City Schools,  The Reading Sieries  published by
Scott,  Foresman and Conpany  is  used.    The  readiness bock,The  Nerr  Before
ire  Read res  bbe  first book  of this  Series  to be used.    Follordng the
conpletion of  this  book,  each  groip ras  tesbed.    Group  I,  the  fasbeBt
roving group,  res  tested about five treeks after entering first grade;
Group  11 rae  tested after  si=E Creeks;  and droop  Ill,  the  slouest moving
grc}up,  rag  tested at the  end  of two months.
The Reading Readiness  Test,  as irell as all  the  Ebsio Reading
Tests,  is  designed bo measuzte  skills and abilities  essential to  the
hEid.' p.  79.
5EEEg.,  p.  8o.
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highest  level of interpretation and to  independent word perception.
All  Basic Reading Tests are  divided into  two niain parts,  namely
interpretaLtion and word pez`ception.   Under  the paLrt entitled inter-
pretation there are  four  sections:
1.    Coxprehending  sentence meaning:    Understanding  language
patterns  is basic  to the  intexpretation of reading.
Unless  a pupil understands  the meaning of words  in the
context,  he win fail to intexpret what he reads.
2.    Forming  sensory. imagese    The more  vividly a  child can fom
mental  images,  the mozie neaningf`il  the  text  becomes.    The
habit  of  forming lmges  aids  in remefroerlng.
3.    Perceiving relationships:   The  coxprehending reader perceives
that  ideas  belong together.    The  orderly ray in which the
reader  organizes  these  ideas  helps  him to renem,ber what he
has  read and use as  a basis  for understa,nding.
h.    Recognizing  emotional reactions:    One  of the  highest  types
of lntexpretation involves  an appreciation of the tray
chamactez.s  feel.   1then pupils  identify themselves with a
character in the  story,  They are really '11iving the storyw.6
The  second part of the  test,  word perception,  is  divided into  three
sections3
1.    Visual scrutiny=    Before  a  child  can associate  correctly a
printed word wiLth  its meaning he must be  able  to  see  that
it  is  different from every other printed cord.
2.   Phonetic analysis:   Phonetic analysis  serves  the reaLder if
he  is  not  quite  certain  of his  visual memory of a word.
The  sound and the meaning may be  detemined by app]e7ing
phonetic analysis  to aLrrive at the promnciation.
3.   Stmctural analysis:    There is  a wide  field of knowledge
about irord structtires  that will open the eyes  of readers
and help  then attack and understa,nd the meaning  of words.7
Noms  for  each  Basic  Reading Test are  given  in  the  table  on the
haion Mo"roe, mnual  for  New Basic
Scott,  Foresran and  ConipaLny,
7Thid,
Reading E±i  (Chicago:
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front  of  the  scoring  lacy which accompanies  each test.
These norms  were  found by using the  total scores  of the popu-
lation taL]dng each test  and standardizing them by expressing these  scores
in tens  of percenbiles.   These  were ranked from top  to bottom and divided
into  Seven sections  as  follows3    the  top  10 per  cent;  the  next  lover 15
per cent;  the middle  50 per cent,  divided into  three  sections;  the  next
lowest  15 per cent;  and  the  lowest  10 per  cent.    Each  section rmas  given
a rating as  follows:
1.    Very high-scores by the  top  10 per  cent  of the  standardization
group .
2.    High-scores  made by  the  neat  lower  15  per  cent  of  the  standard-
ization  group.
3.    Average-scores  made  by  the middle  50 per  cent  of  the  standard-
ization  group.    This  rating ras  divided into  three  sectiozrs :
(1)  high average,  (2)  average,  and  (3)  low average.
h.    Iou-scores made by the  next  15 per  cent  Of  the  gz.oap.
5.    Very-low  scores made  by  the  lowest  10 per  cent  of  the  standard-
izatlon  group.8
A profile  chart was  given  on the  froho page  of  eaLch  test.   A  dotted
line across the profile  chart shous  the twenty-fifth percentile  score
for each  section as  obtained from the  sta.ndardized group.
V.    MENTAL ABIIITY  "ST
At  the beginning  of the  second senester  of the first  grade,  the
Cfois  Q`iickLScorlng MentaLI Ability Tests  mere  given to  the  pupils.
This  test may be administered as a verbal test and as a non-verbal
test and intelligence  quot,lends may be  obta,ined from either score.   Also
the  combined  scores may be  used  to  find the  intelligence  quotient.    The
8Ibid,
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reliability of the  non-verbaLl and verbaLl tests are  sirtyLeigivb  hundreths
and seventy-one  hundreths  respectiifely.   The  reliability of the  total
score  (non-verbal plus  verbal)  is  eighty-one  hundreths.   This  indicates
that  the  non-verbal and verbal tests are  of equal reliability,  but when
combined they give  a  score "hich  is much more  reliable  than either  one
taken by itself .    Therefore,  it was  decided that  the  combined non-verbal
and verbal scores be  used bo  determine  the  intelligence  quotient  of  eaLch
child,
The probable  error  of a  score when using the  total score  has
been found  to  be  four and six-tenths points.    This means  that  in 50 per
cent of the  cases a pupills  score will fall,  theoretically,  rdthin four.
and six-tenth point,a  of his  true  score.
The em.or of a pupil.s  score is  dne  in large part to the  imbility
of pupils  to  concenhate  in the  same  degree throughout every test.   This
results  in pupils   doing less me]l at  tines  than at  other times,  in
accordance with their ability.   This  is  one reason why no  test score  is
infallible;  thel'efore under no  cil`custa.noes  should  it be  considered as
a  true and accurate measure  of a prpills  ability.9
vl.    orHER  BAslc  READING  TESTs
The  fonowing basic  reading books  were  used when  it rae  thougivb
thaLt a  grorxp  lras  ready. for  that reading  level:
1.    The  Basic  Pre-friners3  IE E±g!S ±±! £SE.  EE "L9=!S aLELd ¥±Z.  and
We  acme  and  Go.
__  _                 __  _           _   _
9trthur S.  Otisj Otis  QULioktscorin
¥orke  World  Book  CoxpanyO  1939
Mental E9Ein   (New
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2.    The  Basic  Pr:iJmer,  !!±s !!=Lw Ez± raL±E P±£!s ±=Ld le±£,  which  ls
book  one,  level  one.
3.     The  New  Our  New-=====  L=:I_-r_  -   I-_i: book  one,  level  tro®
After  the  cornpletion  of  each  of  these  BaLsic  Reading Books  by a
groulp,  that  group  res  given The  Basic Reading  Test which  acccxpaLnies  that
book.   Each of these tests  ls  divided into  seven sections:
1.    Coaprehending sentence meaning.
2.    Foming  sensory images.
3.    Perceiving relationships.
A.    Recognizing emotional reactions.
5.    Visual scnitiny - meaning.
6.    Phonetic  analysis.
7.   Structural analysis.
There  is  only  one  exception,  in  the  test  on 9:z= Es±Lw ±_i_e=n=q?_j  Sec-
tion h  is  'lRecognizing Motives.II    It  is  possible  to  score  seventy  on
each  Of  these  tests,  and  they are  designed  in  the  same manner as The
Reading Readiness  Test,  which res  described in detail earlier in this
chapter.    The  scores are  ranked from top  bo  bottom and divided into
five parts.   Each pa,rt was  given a rating as  fo]lows=    (1)  Very high,
(2)  Higiv,   (3)  Average,   (h)  Low,  and  (5)  Very  low.    The  median,  which waLs
found from the  standardization  group,  ras  given for each test.
vH.    TRE  cillFOENm  READING  TEST
About  thro  wieeks  before  the  close  of  the  school  year,  The
California Reading Test rag  given to all thirty pupils.    Fom W of the
1957  edition res  used.    The Reading Test  is  divided into  two parts:
Reading  Vocabulary and Reading  Couprehension.
The  Reading  Vocabula.ry  consists  of  four  sections3  (1)  lword  Form,M
(2)  lIWoz.d  Recognition,"  (3)  f'Meaning  of  opposites,"and  (4)   llpictue
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Associabionll.    The  Reading  Comprehension Test  conta.ins  five  following-
directions  items  and ten  comprehension items  tlhich  test  eta.ted  facts
and inferences.    A  ltlebter Recognition Test''  has  been placed at  the
end of  the Reading Test  to be  used with pupils  who possess very little
reading skill.
foam this  test  grade placenents  are  found by measuring pupils
as  they deal with lnateria,1 regaLrdless  of  the  Level  of  their  own reading
materials .10
L°Ca]iformfa Test  Bureau
p.  5  - 7.
(hog  Angeles,  California=    1957)a
CHRTER  IV
RESUITS  0F  [HE  SIUD¥
At  various  times  throughout  the  remainder  of  this  study. the
thirty  children were  divided into  groups  for purposes  of  comparison.
Group  I,  the  fastest-moving  group,  is  coxposed of thirteen  children;
Groip  11,  the middle  group,  was made  up  of  ten  children;  and Group  IH,
the  slomest-moving  group,  res  composed of  seven  children.
I.    REsulffs  oF  THE  QnyESTlorml4mE
There  were  ten questions  regarding preschool experiences  within
the  home;  thus  it was possible  for a  child to  have  had ten experiences
within the  home  which would be  favorable  to  reading  success.    In  Group
I  the  number  of  experiences  I.anged  from ten  to  five,  the  average  rmmber
being eight.    In Group  11,  the  number  of  experiences  ranged from eicht
to  five,  the  average  number  being  6.8.    In  the  slowest-moving  group  the
number  of  experiences  ranged from  seven  to  one,  the  average  number being
3.9.    Figure  I  shows  the percentage  of  children in  each  of  the  three
groups who  had  the  various  preschool  experiences  within  the  home.
The  figure  shows  an almost  consistent paLttern  throughout  with few
exceptions.    Group  I  had a  larger percentage  of  children who  had  the
various preschool  experiences  with  the  exception of  three,  namely,
(i)  having brothers  or  sisters  in  school,  (2)  having a  pet  and,  (3)
having tasks  at  home.    There was  a  larger percentage  of  children in
11
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Group  11  having brothers  or  sisters  in school.    In Group  Ill there  was
a  greater percenda,ge  of children having a pet.    In all the  experiences
which  deaLlt  directly with reading  experiences,  Grolxp  I  held a  higher
percentage  with  Group  11  following  closely.    In all the  experiences
pertaining  to reading,  there res  a very low percentage  of children in
Group  Ill who  had experienced aLny of  these  activities.
Figure  2  shows  the percentage  of  children  in each  of  the  three
groups  having pl`eschool experiences  outside  the  home.    This  figure
followed  the  same  general patter.n  of Figure  i with very few exceptions.
Group  11  had aL  higher percentage  of  children who  had been  bo  the
mounba,ins.    Group  Ill had aL  higher percentage  who  had ridden  on a  tea,in,
ridden on a bus,  been to a  fair,  spent the  night away from hone,  and
tmaveled in another  state.    Group  I  had a higher percentage  of children
attending Sinnday School,  attending Vacation Bible School,  visiting a
farm,  and  going to  the  beach.    The  largest  n:umber  of preschool  experi-
ences  outside  the  home  of any  child  in  Group  I was  nine  and  the  smallest
number  five  with an average  of  7.2.    The  n`mber  of  experiences  in Group
11  ranged from  eight  to  two  with an average  of  si][.    In  Group  Ill  the
greatest  rmmber was  seven and  the  smallest  four with an average  of  5.9.
Figures  3 and h  give  the  educational  sta,bus  of  the  fathers  and
mothers  of  the  thirty pupils.   FTon these  figures  it  is  seen that the
education  of  the parents  of the  children in Group  I  is  superior  to
that  of Group  11 and Ill.   Of the parents  of the  children in Group  I
85 per  cent  of the mothers  and  77  per  cent  of the  fathers  have  completed
more  than  the  eighth  grade.    Only one  child  in  this  group  had a paLrent
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with less  than a  ninth  grade  education.    In  Group  H ho per  cent  of the
mothers  and ho per  cent  of  the  fathers  had coxpleted  the  eighth grade.
Of  the  children  in Group  Ill,  57  per  cent  of  the  fathers  aLnd only 28  per
cent  of  the mothers  had  ccmpleted  the  eighth  grade.    In  Group  11186
per  cent  of  the mothers  and 86 per  cent  of the  fathers  had less  than a
tenth  grade  educaLtion.
The  education of the mothers  of  the  children  in Group  I  is  supe-
rior  to  that of the  fathers  of  these  children.   Only 16 per  cent  of the
mothers  had less  than a  ninth  grade  education and none  had  finished less
than  the  sirih  grade;  on the  other hand,  39 per  cent of the fathers  had
finished less  than the  ninth grade.
Of the  children in Group  11,  the  education  of  the mothers  is  also
superior  to  that  of the  father.s.    Of  the mothers  of these  children,  80
per  cent had  completed  the  sixth  grade  as  compared  to  60 per  cent,  of  the
fathers .
The  fathers  of  the  children in Group  Ill  had  less  edrcaLtion than
t.he mothers  of  these  children.    Of the mothers  86 per  cent  had  completed
the  seventh  grade  as  compared  to  h2 per  cent  of the  fathers  having
finished this much formal education.
In regard  to  the  mothers  who  worked  outside  the  home,  61 per  cent
of  the mothers  of  children  in Group  I  worked outside  the  home.    Only  30
per  cent  of  the mothers  of  those  in Group  11 worked  outside  the  home.
In  every  case  of working mothers  in  Groups  I and  11,  these  children
were  cared for by  their  grandparents  or  fathers.    In Group  Ill,  29  per
cent  of the  mothers  worked,  and hired help  cared  fc>r  the  children.
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rfuong  the  seven  children  of  Group  Ill,  there  were  three who  had
speech  defects.    It  was  three months  before  one  of  these  three  responded
orally  to any situation.   One  childls mother had died ab birth,  and the
same  child had been deserted by her father and reared by her  grandmother.
Of this  group  two  of  the  children had fathers who  drank excessively and
were  una,ble  to  hold regular  jobs.
Only six  children  of  the  thirty had  someone  living  in their .hone
beside  the  immediate  family.    In five  of  these  cases  it  was  a  grandmother
or a  grandfather,  and  in  one  case  an uncle  lived with the  family.
11.     RESUI;TS  0F  TEST  0F  IANGUAGE  ABII.IfY
The  Test  of  La.nguage  Ability  given at  the  beginning  of  the  second
week wa,s  used  to  test  the  expressiveness,  sentence  structure  and meaning.
A picture  showing two  children playing was  preseuted to  the  pupils;  then
the pupils  were  asked  bo  tell about  the picture.    In regard to  the  ex-
pressiveness  of  the  children,  tmenty-one  of the  thirty  children  did nob
respond until encouraged.   After  some  encouragement  these  children would
make  rel7iarks.    Only  three  children responded with  one  or more  spontaneous
remarks;  however,  they did not  continue.    Five  children responded with
spontaneous  remarks  and  continued when requested.    Only one  child responded
freely and  contirrtied when requested.
The  level  of  expressiveness  was  very low and  there  was  not  too much
difference  in the  expressiveness  of  the  children of different  groups.
However,  the  level  of meaning and sentence  structure  was  somewhat  hither
than  the  expressiveness  and there  was  a  greater variation betmeen groups.
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Figure  5 shows  the results  of this  test.    It  gives  the percentage
of  children within each  language  level.   This  percentage  is  given by
groups,  as  the previous  figures,  for  ease  in  coxparison.
No  child in  the  entire  class  ranked higher than level h  on either
expressiveness,  meaning,  or  sentence  structre.    No  chiid in Group  Ill
ranked higher than level  2  on either of the  three phases  of the  test.
No  child in  Group  11 ranlaed higher  than  level  2  on meaning  or  sentence
structure.   The  greatest  variation between the  groups  was  evidenced in
sentence  structure,  with 69 per  cent  of Group  I rating  level 3  or h.
Ill.    REsulfs  OF  HEAI>ING  READmuss  TEST
The  Scott,  Foresman Reading Readiness  Tests  irere  given  to  each
group upon  coxpletion  of  New Before lfe Read. Groxp  I ras  given  the
test at  the  end  of  five  weeks,  Group  11 at  the  end  of  six weeks,  and
Group  Ill at  the  end  of  two months.
The  ratings  of Group  I  ranged  from very high,  with a  score  of
sixty-nine,  to  low with a  score  of  fifty-one.    The median  for  this  group
uns  sixty-three,  which was  two points  above  the  norm  for  this  test.
The  ratings  of Group  11  were  from very high to  low.    The  highest
score was  sixty-nine  and  the  louest forty-nine.   The median res  fifty-
seven,  or  low average,  which iras  four  points  below  the  normi.
The  highest  score  in Group  Ill iras  fifty-four and  the  lowest teas
tmenty-t"o.    The  rating res  from  low bo very low with the median being
thirty-nine.
Figur.e  6  is  a profile  chart  of the Reading Readiness  Test.    It
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FIGURE  6
PROFILE   CHART  SHOWING  RESUI.TS   OF  READIRE   READINESS   TEST
Group  I Group  11 ------   Group  Ill .............    25th  Percentile  ---.
(September  28)#   (October  6)#            (November  i)i+
#  Dates  the  tests  were  administered
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was made  by entering  the mean  of each  group  on  the  chart,  thus  showing
the progr.ess  of  the  various  groups.    It also  shows uhether a  group
rated above  or below the  twenty-fifth percentile.    In this ray a rating
of the  three  groups  is  shom,  as  well  as  a  coxpaLrison with  the  sta,nd-
ardizaLtion  group ®
As  sho.in  on  the  chards,  the  average  of  Group  I  res  above  the
twenty-fifth percentile.   Group  11  fell below the  twenty-fifth percen-
tile  in two  sections,  relationships and phonetic  analysis.   This  indic-
aLted  that  Some  children  in  this  group  needed help  in  these  areas.    Group
Ill  fell below the twenty-fifth percentile  on all sections  of the  test
except  sentence meaning.    As  seen from  this  chart,  after  two months,
this  group  lacked mastery and was  not  ready to  read.    They definitely
needed  special help  before  beginning any formal reading.
Iv.    REsulffs  oF  TEsqs ThHCH  AccormARTr  THE  NEt`F PRE-pRrms
After  each  groupls  completion  of  the  Pre-frinel`s9  WL!± £2B!E ±PLd §g±O
EE IJE=!S ±±£  E!±Ly3  and 1±4|E9 £g±± ±Ef 92j  the  Basic  Reading  Test  which
acccxpanies  these pre-primers  res  given.   The  test iras  given to  Group  I
on December  thirteenth.    This  same  test  res  given  to  Group  11  about  one
month  later,  on January seventeenth.    It was  not until May third that
Gro`xp  Ill  had  completed  the pre-priners  aLnd was  given  the  test.    Profile
charts,  similaLI`  to  the  one  made  for  The  Reading Readiness Test,  wet.e
made  for  each  of  the  Basic Reading Tests.    The  daLte  on which  the  test  was
administered was  given  to  show  coxparison  in progress  as  well as  achieve-
ment.
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The  scores  of Group  I ranged fron sixtyLei8hb,  rdth a rating  of
very high to  fifty-six,  which  gives  a rating  of low.   The median  of this
gI`oup  was  sirtyLone,  which res  one  point below  the  normi.    The  mean  of  the
entire  group was  fifty-nine ®
The  highest  score made  by any  child in Group  11 was  sixty-four  and
the  lowest res  fifty-three.   The median of  this  group was  two  points  below
the  norm;  houever,  the mean of  the  group was  sixty.
The  range  in the` scores  of Group  Ill  extended from sirtytsir to
thirty-nine.    The  median rag  fortyL€ix and the mean tras  fifty-four.    One
child  in this  group rade  a  high rating.    Thro  others  made middverage,  and
one  rated lowL€verage.    Three  children had a  low rating  on this  test.
Figure  7  is  a` profile  Chart of t,he Ere-Primer Test entering the
mean of each  group  on each  of the  seven sections  of  the  test.    Ib  is
noted that Group  I fell below the  twenty-fifth percendile  on sensory
irmgery.    Group  11 rated above  the  twerty.-fifth percentile  on all
sections  of the test,  there being very little difference  in the mean of
these  two  groups.    The  greatest  difference  in the  two  groaps  is  shown  on
the section designated as  structural analysis.   th this  section croup I
rated about  one point higher than  Groap  H.
Gpo.xp  Ill fell below the  twenty-fifth percenbile  on three sections
of  the  test,  sentence meaning,  sensory inaLgery,  and relationships.    This
group was  above  the  twenty-fifth percendile  on emotional reactions,
visual scrutiny,  phonetic,  and structural analysis.   At no point did
Group  Ill rate  higher  than either Group  I  or  11.    This  group  needed
special help  in  those areas  in which they fell below the  twenty-fifth
percendile.
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FIGURE   7
PROFILE  CHART  sHowlNG  REsurTS  oF  ERE-rmmrm  TEST
Group  I Group  11 ----- Group  Ill ...--.....-  25th  Percentile -.-.
(December  13)#     (January  l7)#         (May  3)#
#  Dates  the  tests  were  administered
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v.    REsuljTs  OF  OTrs  QulcK  SCORING ENTAL ABII,ITT  TESTs
At  the  beginning  of  the  second semester  the  Otis  Q`iick Scoring
Mental Ability Tests irere  given to  each Of  the  thirty children.   The
raLnge  in  I.  Q.Is  on  this  test waLs  from  ]JJ+  to  seventy-six.
The  range  in  Group  I waLs  frcm  1]1+  to  ninetyLeight.    The mean  of
this  gro`xp rag  106.    Only one  child  in this  groixp  had an  I.  Q.  less  than
100.    The  I.  Q.ts  of  the  children  of Group  11 ranged  frown 107  to  ninety-
six.   The meaLn of  this  gro`p res  101.    Five  of the ten children in  this
groixp  had  I.  Q.Is  less  than  loo.
The range  of  the  I.  Q.Is  of  the  seven  children  in Group  Ill rag
from  ninetyngix  to  seventyLsix.    The meaLn of Group  Ill rag  ninety.
VI.     RESUITS  OF  BASIC  READING  TERT,   BOOK  ORE,   IREli  ORE
Upon  coxpletion  of TE±± E±Lw E± !±±E DL±£!s ±±£ E±£,  the  New Basic
ReaLding Test  which accompanies  this  book res  given.    Group  I res  given
the  test  on February ttrenty-third.   The  scores  ranged from si]rty-i8hb,
with a rating of very high to fifty-seven with a rating  ®f low-average.
The mean  for  the  group res  sixty-three  and the median res  sj]cty-three,
which res  two points  above  the  norm  for  this  test.    Groxp  11 mag  given
this  saine test March twenty-third.    The  scores  of this  group  ranged from
si3rty-four,  which shous a  rating of hi8hraverage,  to  fifty-three,  which
gives  a rating  of  low.   The mean  of  the  group was  fifty-nine  and  the
median rag  sixty,  which  is  one point below the  norm.
Gro`xp  Ill rae  not able  to  reach  the  sane  level  of  reaLding,  as
they had only conpleted the pro-pl.iners  by May third and needed additional
verk on the pre-primel'  level.
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Figure  8  is a profile  chart showing the  results  of this  test.
Again the mean  of each  groxp  on the  seven diirisions  of  the  test rag
found and used in plotting the profile.    It  is  seen from the  chart that
G]roup  I rated well above  the trendy-fifth percentile  on all diirisions
of  the  test.    Group 11 also ranked above  the  twenty-fifth percentile  on
this test.   The profile  of  this  gr.oup  followed the  same  general pattern
as  that of Group  I;  hovever,  the  group ranked slightly lower  on all Sec-
tions  of this  test.   The  greatest difference rae  shomi in visual scru-
tiny.   The least difference res revealed in sensory imgery.   At this
point there was  only aL  Slight  difference  in the mean  of  the  two  groaps.
VII.    REsulffs  or  mslc  READING  TEST,  BooK  ore,   IEVEL Tne
On April  twenty-seventh,  Group  I  had  conpleted The  New thir New
¥=±e±r:q5_,  and the basic  reading test Which accoupanies  this  book vale
administered to  this  group.   The  scores  of this  groxp ranged from sixty-
sir  to  fifty-five.    The median wa,s  sirty,  which was  the median of the
standardiza,tion  group.    The mean for  the  group rag  also  sixty.    During
the  last month  of  the  school year,  Group  I ras  able  to read the  inde-
pendent reader  of the  Scott,  Foresman series,  as  well as  other reading
lnatel'fal.    Groxp  I  completed this  book near  the  end  of  the  school year,
and the  test res  given to  this  group  on May twenty-second.    The  range
in scores iras  frcm  sixty-four  to  forty-four.   The median  of the  gro`xp
was  fifty-four.,  which rae  lowLQverage.    The mean  of  bhe  group was  fifty-
sir,  which Shows  a  rating  of lowLaverage  for  Group  H.
Figure 9  is a profile  chart showing the mean of each of the  two
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FIGURE  8
moFII.E  CHART  OF  BAslc  READIRE   TEST,   BOOK  ORE,   LIVEL  ORE
Group  I Group 11 -----  25th Percentile -.-.
(February  23)#     (March  23)** Dates  the  tests  vere  administered
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FIGunE  9
PROFILE   CHART   OF   BASIC   REAI)IRE   TEST,   BOOK  ORE,   LEVEL   TWO
GI.OUP   I Group  11 ----- 25th Percentile --.-.
(April  27)i€            (May  22)#
#  Dates  the  tests  were  administered
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groups  who  Were  aLble  to  conplete Our  New  Friends which  is  Book  One,
Ievel Two.    Both  groups  mere able  to  rate above    the  ttrenty-fifth per-
centile  on all sections  of this  test.   The rating of Group  I rae  some-
what  higher  on all sections,  the  greatest difference being  on  the  section,
Motives.    On  this  section,  there rag  a  difference  of too  points.
On  the  individual profile  charts which were lnade  on the  indi-
vidual tests,  it was  interesting to note  thaLt only four  children in these
two  groups  fell below the  trrenty-fifth percentile  on any section of the
test.    Some  help  was  needed in  these  areas  before  adraLncing  to  a  higher
reading level.
VIII.     RESulffs  OF  THE  CAIIFOENIA  READING  ACHREVEMENT  TEST
The  California Reading Achievement  Test res  administered  on May
seventeenth.    The  entire  chess  was  given  this  test and a  rea,ding grade
p]acenend iras  determined for  each child.
The  grade p]acements  of the  children ranged from  third grade,
eighoh month  (3.8)  bo  first  grade,  third month  (1.3).    The median for
the  class was  2.2  and  the  average  grade  placement res  2.2.
All  of the  children  in Groxp  I and H. rated above  1.8  on this
reading test.    The range  in  grade  placement  of Group  I res  3.8  to  1.9.
In  Group  H  the  range  res  from  2.7  t®  1.85.    The  highest  grade place-
ment in Group  Ill res  1.6 and the  louest 1.3.
Sixteen of  the  thirty children ranked in  or above  the  ninetieth
percentile.    Only Seven  children in Gro.xp  I and  11  ranked lower than  this.
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Four of the  children in these  two  groups  were  in the eightieth
percentile,  t.ro  in the  seventieth,  and only one  in the  sixtieth.
This  reaLding test rae  divided into  two parts,  vocabulary and
coxprehension.    Group  I raLnked in the  ninety-ighth percendiLe  on
vocabulary and in  the  ninetieth pel.centile  on  comprehension.    Group  11
ranked in the  ninetieth percentile  on vocabulary and in  the  eighiieth
percentile  on  comprehension.
In both groups  the  children ranked in a higher pel'centile  on
vocabulary. than  on comprehension;  honever,  the  difference  in the peroen-
tiles  on  these  two parts  of the  test was  greater  for  Group  11  than for
Croup  I.
In Group  Ill the percentile rating tras thirty for both vocabulary
and  cCixprehension.    One  child  in  this  group  whose  experiences,  aLs  shown
by  the  questionnaire,  were  somewhaLt  superior  bo  the  other  sir  children
of this  group ranked in the  fiftieth percendile  on both voca,bulary and
comprehension.    The  grade  placement  of  this  child was  1.6 as  compared  to
an average  for the  group  of  1.h.
Figure  10  shows  the  average  grade  placement  for  each  of the  three
groups  on both vocabulary aLnd  comprehension.    On the  four paLrts  of  the
voca,bu]ary test there  res  a  difference  in  Group  I and 11  of  one  gz`ade  on
word fcrm,  word recognition and picture associ,ation.    It  is  noted,  however,
that  the  rating on meaning  of  opposites iias  exa,ctly the  same  for both
groups.    Group  Ill rated higher on this part of  the  test  than on any
other,
The  later part  of this  graph gives  the average  for the  three  groups.
According to  this  graph,  there  is about  one  gradels  difference  in the  voca,b-
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uhary rating of the  three  groxps.   There  is,  however,  much  less  dif-
ference  in  the  coxprehension  of Groixp  I and  11.    In the average  grade
p]acenent  of Grorxp  I and 11,  there  is  a  difference  of about  five months.
Group  Ill  fell about  eight months  below Group  11  in  grade  placement.
H.    REcone  oF  INrmEST  sHormT  IN  cHIIDnmr
During  the  yeaLr a record res  kept  of the parents who  attended the
Parehe  - Teacher Association,  who visited during American Education ifeek,
or who  otherwise  showed an interest  in their  childls progress.    Some
parents,  who  could not attend the  Parent.  - Teacher Association,  came  to
visit and inquire at other times regarding their childls  success in
school work.
About  86 per  cent  of the pa,rents  of  the  children in Group  I
attended  the  Parent  - Teacher Association  or  came  one  or more  times
during the  year for a visit or  conference.   The mothers  of five  of  these
children attended every meeting  during the year.
Of the parents  of the  children  in Group  11  60 per  cent manifested
interest  in their  childls progress  by eit,her attending the Parent  -
Teacher Association  or  coming  for  conferences at  other times.
Only one  child in Group  IH had a parent  to  show any interest  of
this  kind in his progress  or achievement.
cHAprm  v
CoRREmTloNS  BASED  oN  REsunTS  oF  QUErsTlon"AIRE  AND  TESTs
So  that  the  degree  Of relationship  between  the preschool  experi-
ences  Of  these  thirty children and  their  progress  and achievement might
be  determined,  certain correlations were  computed.    The  scattergram
method was  used.    Along  the  left-hand margin from bottom to  top  az`e
laid off the class intervals  of the I distribution;  and along the bottom
Of  the scattergram fran left to right  are laid off  the class  intervals  of
the X distribution.   Each Of the thirty children is represerfued on the
scattergran ty tallies uith respect to the two variables.
After all the tallies have been listed,  the frequeney in each cell
is  added  and entered on the  diagram.    The  correlation,  which  is  designated
by the letter r,  is found ty nsing the folloulng formula:
rry=
ENfldtr  -  (#rfe)  (£fvdv)
I.     CORREIATION  BETWEEN  pREscHOOI,  ExpERIENCEs  AND  TRE  proGREss
Arm  RATING  ON  BAslc  READING  TEST
The first  correlation made was  based on  the  number  of  preschool
experiences  and  the  conbination progress  and rating  on the  Basic  Reading
Tests.    Table  I represehos  this  correlation.
Since  there was  a range  in  the  ntmber  of  experiences  frcm  seven
to nineteen,  thirteen classes were  used for  the X-variable with an
interval  of  one.    The  average rating  of  each  child on the  Basic Reading
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Tests  were used in combination with the  level of reading  that had been
coxpleted.    This  gave  twelve  classes  for  the Y-varial]1e,  since  three
ratings  were  used for  eaLch reading  level.    The  symbol  12+  is used to
indicate  that  a  child had  coxpleted book  one,  level  two and had read
the  independent reader,  E !E=g±,  which is  a part  of the  Scott,  Forespmn
Series.   The  smbol 12  indicates  the  coxpletion of book  one,  level  tve.
P.P.  is  used to  denote  the  completion of  the  Pre-Primers.
The  table  shows  that aLll  children who were  able  to  reach a
higher reading  level than book one,  level  two,  made an avezta,ge  rating of
high  or average.    No  child z`a,ted low who  bald reached this  zieading level.
The  range  in the  experiences  of  those who  ztaLted high on this  reading
level  had a  range  of experiences  from  fifteen  to  nineteen.   The
experiences  of  those who  rated average  ranged from twelve  bo  eighteen.
The  range  in the  mmber  of  experiences  of  those  who  coxpleted
book  one,  level  tve,  was  from  seven  to  sixteen.    Only one  child who
had reached  this  level rated higiv on the  Ba,sic Reading Test.
From the scattergram,  it is seen that the tallies  tend to erfend
from the lover left  to  the upper right.   This  indicates that there  is a
high positive  correlation.   1then the  coxputation rag znade,  the  comela-
tion was  found  to  be  .81.
11.    coRELATloN  EEmunr  pREscHooL ERTERENCEs  Aue  GRADE  pmcBmiT
As  sHOwN  By  THE  OnllFonNIA READING  ACHHVEENT  TEST
The  second  col'I.elation ras made  between  the preschool  experiences
and  the  grade p]aoement as  obtained from the  California Reading Test.
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As  in Table  I an interval  of one rag  used for  the X-variable
making thirteen  classes.    An  interval  of  tw\o  was  used  for  the  grade
placement.    There were  thirteen  classes  for the  Y-variable,  as  the
grade  placement  ranged  from  1.3  to  3.8.
Table  11 is a representation of this  correlation.   It  is  inter-
esting  to  note  that more pupils  had a  grade placement  of  2.1  or  2.2,
and that the  experiences  of these  children ranged from tvelve  to
sixteen.    It  is  also  noted that the  five  children whose  grade pha,cement
ras  lomest  had a  range  in  the  rmfroer  of  experiences  from  seven  to  tell.
Computation revealed that  the  correlation between  the preschool
experiences  and  grade placenenb res  .75,  which was  slightly lover than
the  correlation between the preschool  experiences  and  the rating and
progress  as  shown  on  the  Basic  Reading  Tests.
Ill.     CORREIATION  RET^rmr  pREscHOOL  EXFEnrmcEs  AND  mucATION
sTATus  oF  THE  pAREnm}s
The  third  corre]abion to  be made  mss  one based on  the  preschool
experiences  of  the thirty children,  as  determined by the  quesbionmire
and  the  edncational status  of  the mothers.
Table  Ill is a representa.tion Of  this  correlation.   The range  in
the  educational status  of  the mothers  was  from  the f ourth  grade  bo  the
toil.d year  of  college.    By using an interval  of  one  year  of  edrcation,
tnrelve  classes  irere used for  the Y-uriable.    The  range  in  the  number
of  the preschool experiences  rae  from  seven  to  nineteen.   As  an  interval
of  one ilas  used,  there mere  thirteen classes  for  bbe  X-variable.  Adding
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the  freqpeney in each cell revealed interesting  facts.    One mother had
conpleted three years  of  college  work;  her  child had nineteen experiences.
Five mothers  had  coxpleted high school,  and the  experiences  of  their
children ranged from  twelve  to  seventeen.
Then the  coxputa,tion was  completed,  using the  formla  given
above,  the results  showed the  correlation to be  .76.
IV.    CORELAIION  REBmaN  IRTEELIGENCE  QuermiT  Are  THE  mocREss
AID  RATING  0N  THE  BASIC  REAI)ENG  TESTS
So  that a  coxparison might  be made  between  the  correlation  of
rating and progress and the  intelligence  quotient and rating and progress,
a  fourth  correlation was made.    Table  IV is  a representation of this
oorrefation.
Tmelve  classes  were  used for  the  rating and progress,  the  same
used in Table  I.   The  range  in the  intelligence  quotient was  from seventy-
si]c to  Ill+,  and an interval  of  three was used.    This made  thirteen  classes
for  the  X-van.iaLble.
Of  the  tmenty-one  children who  coxpleted book  one,  level  two,
and had a rating of high or average,  the intelligence quotient ranged
fpou  ninety-seven  to  lil+.    One  child,  who  only  corxpleted the  Ere-Priners,
had a rating of high,  although her intelligence quotient res  seventyrsir.
The  corme]ation between  these  two  varfables  rag  found to be  .76,
which res  sligfroly lover  than the  correlation between preschool experi-
ences  and progress  and rating on The  Basic  Rea.ding Tests.
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CHRTER  VI
surer,  coNCLusloNS AND REccmrmArloNS
The purpose  of  this  study was  to  detemine  the relation of
preschool experiences  to progress  and achievement in reading in the
first grade.   The group studied rae a first grade  class  Of thirty
pupils,  taLught by  the  writer  of  the  thesis.    The  study began as  soon
as  school  opened in  the  fa]i and continued throughout the  school year.
I.   SurmY
Table V is a  sulmary table which gives  the results  of  the
questionna,ire which res  used aLt  the  beginning  of the  school year when
home  visits  were  maLde.    The  taLble  also  shows  the  I.esults  of  the  vaLrious
tests  which were adminisbel.ed  chiring  the  year.    It  shows  the  number  of
experiences  of  each child,  within  the  home and  outside the  home.    It
gives  the  education status  of  the mothers and fathers,  the  intelligence
quotient,  and  the  level  of  language  ability on meaning and sentence
striicture.    The  results  of  the  Basic ReaLding Test and  the  Grade  PlaLce-
ment  of each child is also  indicated.
Table  VI  is  a  summary table  of  the  correlations which were made
between certain preschool experiences and the progress and achievement
of the  thirty pupils.    It shows  the results  of eaLch comelation.   The
hichest  correlation was  found betmeen the  preschool experiences and  the
progress and rating  on the  Basic Reading Tests.    The  correlation between
preschool experiences  and  grade placenent res  somewhat lover  than that
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Tat)|e    VI
Simary Table  of Correlations
Table  No. Varlables  UBed Re8ultB
I
Preschool  Experlence8  and
.81Progress  and  Rating  on
BaBlc  Reading  Tests
11 PreBchool  Experlence8  and .75
Grade  Placement
Ill
Pre € chool  Experience s  and
.76Educational  Status  of
Motber8
IV
Int.lllgence  Quotient  and
.76Progreg8  and  Rating  on
Baelc  Reading  Te8t8
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of preschool experiences  aLnd progress  and rating  of  the  basic  reading
tests.    There waLs  only a  slight difference betireen the  correlation  of
Table  11  and Table  IH.    The  correhtion betireen  the  two vaLriibles  used
in Table  IV was  lower  than  that  of  the  variables  in Table  I.
11.    cONcmsloNs
1.   The  experiences  that a  child had prior  to  his  entering  school
had a  decided effect on his  readiness  for  reading as  well as  his progress
and achievement.
2.    Those  parents,  particularly mothers,  who  bald superior educa-
tional status  tended to provide  for  their  children more experiences
favorable  to reading success.
3.    The  children  of mothers  with a  higher  educaLtional  staLtus,
not  only had more  experiences  which deaLlt directly with reading,  but
their level of language ability res  higher,  and  the  concez.n and interest
on  the part  of  these mothers  encouraged progress and success  in reading.
A.    The  degl.ee  of relationship  between preschool experiences  and
achievement in reading  is  equal  to  the  relationship  of menda,I maturity
and achievement.
Ill.     RECOMRENDATI0NS
In  light  of  the  findings  of  this  study,  bhe  following recommen-
dations  are made:
1.    One program each year at  Parent  Teachers Association  should
be  devoted to the  training of the preschool  child.    Emphasis,  at  this
5h
program,  should be placed on the  inporta.nt par.t  the parents  play in
giving  their  child a  successful beginning in school.
2.   At  the  time  of  the Preschool Clinic  in the  spring the first
grade  teachers  should folk,  in small informal  groups,  with the parents
advising then  concerning  those  things  thaLt parents  can do  to  assist their
children  in being  ready  to  enter  school.    Reading materiaLl  should be
distributed to  the paLrents  at this  time.    Guide Them  to which  is
compiled by  the  Public  Relations  Office,  fuitherfordeon,  North  Carolina,
is  an excellent book for  this  puxpose.    This  book  gives  parents  some  idea
of what teachers  expect pupils  to  know and be able  to  do  when they  enter
school.    Items  which  are  considered,  by the  teacher,  bo be  most  inportanb
should be  exphasized.    At  this  tine parents  should be  encouraged to enrich
the  experiences  of  the  children by reading  to  then,  letting them use boo]es
and have books  of their  own.   They should be advised  to  take  their  children
on  trips,  explaining things  concerming  the  trips and allow  the  children
to  tell about  things  they have  seen and heard.
3.    Also  at the  time  of  the Preschool Clinic,  an appointment with
the  speech therapist should be made  for  those  children who  have  speech
defects.   After being given speech tests  ty the  therapist,  the mothers
should be given suggestions  and material for helping  children prior  to
their entel'ing school in the  fall.
h.    It  is  thought most advisable  for  the  teachers  to maLke  hone
visits  early in the  school year so  that they might becouie .familiar with
the  childls  envirormezit.    The  teacher must lmow what  the  child has  experi-
enced  to  ]mow whether  his background has  been broad or  mrrow.
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5.    A prolonged enrichment program  should be  plarmed  for  those
children with a  limited baLckground  of  experience.
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